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I love my India but I love my bank balance more
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The endorsement of products by famous figures is a great way to sell a brand. From David
Beckham to Penelope Cruz, the faces of the famous have sold a little of their time and a
maybe a bit of their souls to push products for their corporate sponsors. The list of so-called
‘role model’ footballers and beauty queen movie stars that have provided credibility to
products intended for mass consumption is a long one.

Good old ‘Becks’ with his killer smile and genteel southern English accent. If he is promoting
a product then it can’t be bad, can it? But surely the public aren’t fools. They can see
through PR and are aware that certain celebs are prone to endorse any old tat as long as
the wad of cash dangled in front of them is large enough. They are aware that the famous
faces  endorsing  some  cheap,  tacky  products  would  never  actually  use  these  items
themselves. Maybe.

But the reassuring faces of the famous tend to get associated with particular products and
this sticks in the minds of the public. Brand recall is what it’s all about. Tying the consumer
to the product is what is required and identifying the reliability and apparent trustworthiness
of certain famous faces with a particular brand is the order of the day.

Let’s face it, for better or worse, large sections of the population look up to celebrities and
what they say, do or endorse matters. Hey, these folk have ‘made it’ in life, so what they
say goes. ‘Making it’ implies that they have usually been paid a shed load of dosh for some
activity of dubious worth like acting, kicking a ball or having a damned good PR company
behind them in order to convince us all that wearing a dress made of meat is outrageous
enough to be admired.

But  where  to  draw  the  line?  Where  does  morality  come  into  endorsing  products  of
questionable worth that the celebrity would in reality not be seen dead wearing, using or
eating? Where to draw the line if a product has been tested on animals, involves sweated
labour in the production process or its manufacture damages the environment? Where to
draw the line if consumerism is based on planned product obsolescence, conflict and war to
grab  the  finite  resources  required  to  make commodities?  I  guess  for  some of  the  famous,
the line gets buried so far beneath the flow of cash to obscure its very existence.

Corporations know they are on to a good thing whenever they buy a face to front their
brand,  as  long as  the  celebrity  remains  a  good boy  or  girl.  It’s  best  for  the  product
manufacturer not to take on a big star who suddenly finds himself in the media for all  the
wrong reasons as did Bollywood star Salman Kahn a few years ago for being in a vehicle
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that mowed over people sleeping at the side of the road in Mumbai. But now all is forgiven.
Salman’s face is once again to be seen on billboards endorsing to his bank balance and
heart’s delight.

But that’s India for you. Movie stars, no matter what they do, no matter what terrible crimes
or misdeeds they might indulge in, are gods. They are worshipped. The likes of Pitt, Jolie or
Lopez have nothing on their Indian counterparts, whether in Bollywood, Kollywood or the
other various ‘woods’ inIndia. And from the late 1980s onwards, corporations have been
increasingly turning to the likes of Amitab Bachan or Kareena Kapoor to help sell their stuff.
Mister  reliability  himself  Sachin  Tendulkar  has  over  the  years  been  a  more  or  less
permanent fixture on urban billboards pushing various products, not least a fizzy cola. But
even in  this  cricket-mad nation,  Bollywood still  manages to  trump cricket  in  terms of
popularity and selling power.

The public are no fools and the Indian one is more astute than most. But the manufacturers
know that  branding  matters  and the  bigger  the  star,  the  better  the  potential  market
percentage of sales.

Western corporations are seeking to grab an ever-increasing share of the Indian market.
And, given the downturn in demand and the over accumulation of capital in their own
markets, overseas markets are regarded as must-grabs in order to maintain and boost
profits.  If  imperialism  is  capitalism’s  highest  form  (these  days,  the  Western  version’s
saviour),  India  represents  rich  pickings.

The likes of Monsanto and Syngenta are aware of this and Walmart is too. From finance to
retail, the Western hawks are descending on India. From bottling plants for soft drinks that
contaminate or use up local water supplies to the chemically-poisoned, water-intensive, big-
dam food sector and a profit-driven nuclear industry, India is open for business.

But, hey, what’s the big deal if a celeb promotes a cola, a facial cream, a food product? It’s
not like they are selling weapons, poverty or an oil-thirsty war-driven system of consumer
capitalism, is it? Well, actually, it is. But as long as a celeb wraps him or herself in the flag of
nationalism and chants ‘I love my India’ every Independence Day, who is to know they are
complicit in buying into the bogus merits of international capitalism and at the same time
tying the public to it. Because, like it or not, what happens in the backyards of the US
corporate  sponsored  empire  in  conflict-ridden  Libya,  Congo  or  elsewhere,  is  connected  to
what appears on the billboards. I love my India… but I love my bank balance even more?
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